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About This Game

Play awesome stories with this 12 in 1 Hidden Object Games Bundle

From New York to London, from the 19th century to our days, discover 12 adventure games in this bundle

Statue of Liberty : The Lost Symbol - Investigate the disappearance of one of the most important symbols of the United
States.

Secret Case : Paranormal Investigation - Investigate the greatest unsolved mysteries!

Hidden Files : Echoes of JFK - One of the best kept secrets in all history is about to be revealed!

Jack the Ripper : Letters from Hell - Can you clear the name of the reporter Bert, suspected of being Jack the Ripper?

Public Enemies : Bonnie & Clyde - Follow Bonnie & Clyde’s track through the United States!

Criminal Investigation Agents : Petrodollars -  Step into the shoes of female investigator Keegan and bring down the people
that think they're above the law.

Medford Asylum: Paranormal Case -  Alison Ester has been asked to work on the renovation site of a former asylum. She
must find what forced workers to stop the renovation. They're frightened by this "haunted" place. She didn't know there would

be an even more frightening discovery . . .
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FBI : Paranormal Case -  James is a young FBI agent newly promoted to the Department of Unclosed Case Files. During his
different enquiries into strange cases, he uncovers an incredible international plot that aims to hide a shocking and well-guarded

secret…"

Frankenstein - Help Brad to find the parts of Janet’s body, his fiancée, as well as the pieces of the monstrous machine which
will put her body back together… in Frankenstein’ manor!

Deadly Association -  Nancy Boyle, a young woman without a criminal past has been found dead—half-naked—near her home
in Brooklyn. The forensic police inspectors Chloé and Paul are on the case. There's a big surprise in store for them.

Haunted House Mysteries -  Nancy Evans is an expert in superstition and modern societies. She's been invited by her aunt,
Mary Allen, to spend a few days in a quiet cottage by the sea. What she doesn't know is that, next to the cottage, there's a large,

run-down house that has a macabre atmosphere.

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde -  At the end of the 19th century, a monster is prowling around in the Victorian fog of London. He has
trampled on a young girl, killed a Member of Parliament, and molested a match seller. When he finds out the terrible news, Mr
Utterson ends up discovering that the case is not unrelated to his friend Dr Henry Jekyll and to the terrible individual currently

staying with him: Mr Hyde.
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great game! love the art style, some nice squad\/weapon\/outfit customization and upgrades, game's just all around fun and
relatively easy to pick up. great i love it the gold is worth it for this price but im afaid if i buy again i wont get the DLC of gold
wich is alll i care about pls give me some insight to this the prices from the COW store makes game not worth playinhg. I
literally got this game with cs go money lmao. Good thing to buy your friends for christmas. If its on sale for like 30 cents of
course. I don't think the first level has 5 keys though.. \u2665\u2665\u2665. Very nice DLC pack, personally i like Extinction in
CoD Ghosts games and i love the Extinction map in this pack but also the Multiplayer ones are very nice :D. Weighed down by
a narrative that lacks internal consistency, raises far more question than answers, and largely ignores plot threads brought up
earlier, 1Heart struggles and fails to connect the dots in any way that would satisfy most players.

It does do a good job of establishing mood in some of its disjointed set pieces, and there are certainly times that hit exactly the
right chord for horror, but it would be a stretch to say that any more than half of the puzzles in this game are actually fun to
solve. Many times the game lacks internal consistency, letting you use a tool for one purpose in one region and then not in the
same way in another, turning much of the game into a guess and check that I certainly didn't find enjoyable. The worst puzzles
(without spoiling anything) count less on the player thinking their way through and instead rely on motor skills in ways that can
only lead to annoyance for most, and perhaps bragging rights to few.

Unless you're desperate for a horror-themed adventure game, I'd say pass.
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Repeatitive, game

Very poor game balance

Trade = huge profit = boring and slow... move slowly on a poor map from point A to B sell stuff, buy stuff at B to C sell stuff,
repeat to A...

Piracy = minimal profit, it is either slaughter your enemeis or be approached by an enemy force who quickly wears your shield
down and boom... then you've got a hard time to recover compared, have fun restarting with basically nothing, and hostile things

Missions = very very minimal profit... Head to location, fight a huge squad of enemies... It is either you win yay you get 20k
reward for a big time investment, or opps your ship is instantly obliterated... have fun restarting with basically nothing... oh yeah
you probably have to spend 6k to restock your missles too...

Between restocking weapons and the slow grindy travel time the only way to actually play is to trade, trade, and trade.

early pirates are mosquitoes you can simply ignore, later swarm pirates are swarmy

Overall 4\/10

Grapics 6\/10 - as expected
Gameplay controls 2\/10 - very poor minimal controls
Mission types 1\/10 - unoriginal rehashes of every common type... with a poor rewards system
Combat - 3\/10 - its either win or lose depending on your loadout... skill has VERY little to do with it, and gets super repeatitive
super fast. Very good visual story with an interesting presentation. I decided to try several variations to look at different endings
and now I can say that the game impressed me. The authors allow the player to make a choice independently and the variability
we see immediately at the beginning of the game. I also liked the graphic part and art-design of this game, and this undoubtedly
distinguishes the novel from the other. The good news is that the developers will continue to publish new chapters and work on
the game.. Sets the stage plotwise for the Augustus campaign.

Okay over all, good strategy, and forces you to really strategize which faction is best to subjugate\/remove entirely etc as you
conquer your way across the board. Most of my campaigns were also quick, frantic affairs, with lots of back and forth so they
were fun when I could get the upper hand, but also run the risk of becoming endless tug of wars.

If you can catch it on sale, i'd pick it up, otherwise don't think you're missing much with the Augustus campaign for free\/If
you've ever played as Rome in the Grand Campaign.. DROD RPG is not an RPG. It is better than an RPG.

In DROD RPG, you have stats, health, gear, and the like. And combat is resolved by just pitting these stats against each other,
but it is still not an RPG.

For when you boil it down, every enemy has a certain amount of attack, defense, and you have the same. So knowing those stats,
you know how much health you lose to fight that enemy. Thus, every enemy is essentially a door that costs health to get through.

And now you understand DROD RPG. It is a resource management puzzle game. You explore each level as much as you can,
trying to plan out how to increase your stats and spend health wisely, fighting as few enemies as possible until you have found
enough upgrades to render the HP costs trivial. It is a tense, careful game of you weighing your options as much as you can
before you make a few moves to get some upgrades and then mop the floor mostly clean for the rest of the filthy lucre. The
DROD half of the game shows up in a few gate, force arrow, and trap door puzzles here and there, and the puzzle design is quite
good, though they are not the focus.

The only downside to this design is if you played poorly, you usually have to restart the entire floor. The main game is balanced
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such that even if you scraped by the last boss with about 3 HP remaining you can still come out ahead on the next floor, so you
do not need to break out a spreadsheet to play everything super optimally, but if you screw up, you'll usually have to roll back
pretty far. That's not that bad a thing; most of the time is exploration and planning. Once you know what to hit, you can redo a
floor pretty quickly.

There is one fairly lengthy campaign, broken into two halves with a reset in the middle, with the second half having hugely
different design from the first, almost like going from Ys 1 to Ys 2, but the basics are the same. Once you finish with that, you
can download custom campaigns from the developer's website, or make your own.. Hungry flame, kind of a dodging game.

So, does it work ? Yes. Is it fun ? No. Is it int... wait. Actually I guess we can stop here.

It's a game : Not fun = No point
Get something else.. I think it's an interesting and great looking engine with decent strength, but man some of the sounds are just
awful; like jesus, one of them sounds like a gun shot from a cartoon, and it was the first thing I heard when I loaded in the game;
I thought someone was shooting me.
I do NOT recommend this Add-On at full price.. I luv waching piccers and this game was just like living in the van.. Nice
atmosphere but way too short and story is kinda meh.. This game is a lot of fun for the price, but there are a few things I would
like to see improved.
-More customizable point limits: With powerups off, 1000 ends too quickly and 5000 takes ages.
-Better powerups: I love the powerups, but they don't last long enough to feel like they made a huge impact.
- 4 PLAYER VS: It would be awesome.

Overall, I'm happy with the game. I can't wait to see what happens once it's out ofearly access.. Could never survive more than
10-15 minutes even on easy... far to difficult.
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